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Abstract
The work is motivated by deadlock resolution and
resource allocation problems, occurring in distributed
server-client architectures. We consider a very general
setting which includes, as special cases, distributed bandwidth management in communication networks, as well as
variations of classical problems in distributed computing
and communication networking such as deadlock resolution and \dining philosophers".
In the current paper, we exhibit rst local solutions
with globally-optimum performance guarantees. An application of our method is distributed bandwidth management in communication networks. In this setting,
deadlock resolution (and maximum fractional independent set) corresponds to admission control maximizing
network throughput. Job scheduling (and minimum fractional coloring) corresponds to route selection that minimizes load.

1 Introduction

1.1 Informal problem statement

Motivation. The work is motivated by deadlock
resolution and resource allocation problems, in distributed server-client architectures. We consider
a very general setting, which includes, as special
cases, distributed bandwidth management in communication networks, as well as deadlock resolution
[BT87, BBG83, BC89, AM86, AKP91], and \dining
philosophers" [AS90, ACS94].
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Yossi Azary
The goal of this paper is to develop local algorithms with globally-optimum performance guarantees. The problems considered are related to \fractional" versions of maximum independent set and
minimum coloring in hyper-graphs. While integer
versions of these problem appear to be hard to approximate, [BGLR93, FGL+ 91, AS92, ALM+ 92], the
versions, that happen to be the ones that matter
in practice, do not fall into this class. Thus, there
is no excuse for substituting \local maximality" for
\global maximum", since the gap between the two
often grows linearly in the size of the problem. This
is in fact the disadvantage of existing techniques in
the eld of distributed computing, such as algorithms
for maximal independent sets,  + 1 coloring, and
dining philosophers [Lub86b, Lub86a, Lin87, GPS87,
AGLP89, AS90].
This paper in fact achieves globally-optimum solutions by local asynchronous algorithms. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the rst example of
a local (poly-logarithmic time) distributed algorithm
for which no non-trivial (constant time) \checker" is
known, i.e. we do not see immediate way to verify
correctness by considering the immediate vicinities of
individual nodes.

Essence of the problem. The nature of the prob-

lem can be illustrated on the classical example of
philosophers dining at a round table, with only one
fork on the table in between each two nearby philosophers. Each philosopher needs two forks in order to
eat.
If each philosopher grabs the left fork, then, in fact,
we reach a situation of \deadlock", since no philosopher can eat with only one fork. While philosophers cannot all simultaneously eat, the \maximumthroughput" resolution of such a deadlock would require, say, every other philosopher to drop its fork
which allows half of the philosophers to eat.
In more general version of this problem, di erent
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philosophers may need di erent accessories, e.g. some
philosophers prefer knifes to forks. In the arbitraryaccess version of the problem, philosophers are not
so stubborn; i.e. either one of the two forks would
suce, provided that there also is a knife. Generally speaking, one may request any monotone boolean
function of the requested resources.
Observe that in the maximum-throughput version,
philosophers do not wait for for each other; we only
want to maximize the number of philosophers that
eat immediately, since after that, the food already
becomes cold and thus uneatable.
In the standard formulation of \dining philosophers" [AS90, ACS94] problem, philosophers are in
fact ready to wait, and thus, instead of maximizing the number of philosophers who eat immediately
(\throughput"), we are interested in minimizing time
it will take to feed all philosophers. In case of the dining at a round table, this would involve two phases of
concurrent eating.
The real motivation, of course, is to deal with general resource allocation in general client-server architectures; i.e., in the above simple example, philosophers correspond to clients, and forks are servers.
In such setting, only local information is available. Clients can only communicate to the accessible
servers the sizes of their jobs being submitted, and
servers communicate back to their client the server's
load at the time, i.e., the total volume of all the jobs
previously enqueued in the server queue.

Example: distributed bandwidth management. An important example to which our model

applies includes distributed bandwidth management
algorithms in high-speed networks, that so far has
only been considered in online centralized setting
[AAF+ 93, AAP93, AAPW94]. In case in which number of route selections is polynomial, our methods
yield poly-logarithmically competitive algorithms.
Bandwidth management is modeled by having
server's resources be bandwidth of a certain communication link, and clients be connections entering the
network. Each connection may need simultaneous
access to all links on the communication path from
the sender to receiver. The di erent variations of the
bandwidth management problem are captured in our
setting as follows.

 admission control, i.e. decision on whether to ad-

mit an incoming connection, so as to maximize
the total throughput, without exceeding link capacities [GGK+ 93, LT94, ABFR93, AAP93], is
captured by the maximum-throughput version of
the problem. In particular,

{ ow control issue, i.e. decision on how much
trac to admit into the network given a
xed path from sender to receiver, is captured by the full-access version of the problem.

 route selection issue, i.e. decision on how to

route trac, so as to minimize maximum link
load, [AAF+ 93, AKP+ 93, AAPW94] is captured
in our setting by maximum time deadlock resolution.

We stress that the \serially-competitive" routing
algorithms, say in [AAF+ 93, AAP93] do not work in
the concurrent setting. These algorithms operate by
selecting the shortest weighted path for an incoming
connection, where links weights grow exponentially
with trac admitted so far into the system. The
coordination between routing decisions is expressed
in that the load introduced by the previous connection must be incorporated into the routing decision
made by the subsequent connection. While the algorithms works regardless of the order in which connections come in, their competitiveness is crucially dependent on proper coordination with respect to some
order, making these algorithms infeasible for concurrent decision-making.

1.2 Our results versus existing work

Performance evaluation: \concurrent" competitiveness. As in this paper we would like to

consider the problem in distributed concurrent setting, we rst need to de ne the appropriate complexity measures. These de nitions, informally outlined
below, and further elaborated in Section 2.1, constitute one of the innovations of this paper.
In maximum-throughput version of the problem,
there are two performance measures: throughput competitiveness, i.e. how many philosophers do we manage to feed compared to oine optimum, as well as
time it takes our distributed algorithm to gure that
out. Time performance of a distributed algorithm is
measured in a standard way by assuming that the
time it takes any client to communicate with any of
the servers it is attached to is exactly (at most) one
time unit in the synchronous (resp., asynchronous)
network.
In minimum-time version of the problem, there
is only one performance criteria - total completion
time, which consists of actual execution time plus
the number of rounds needed to compute the schedule. Even though our results hold for most general
case, to simplify our initial discussion and to develop
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intuition, we will be restricting ourselves to the special case in which job run-time is one unit, (as in
[AS90, AKP92]), e.g. run-time equals communication delay between servers and clients.
As in [AKP92], the eciency is measured by the
competitive ratio in total running time of the distributed algorithm, including both the time to distributively construct and execute the schedule. In
contrast, oine algorithm does not waste any time
to distributively construct the schedule.
Unlike in online centralized version of the somewhat simpler problem, where, as pointed out by
[SWW91], we can always achieve a factor of 2 in completion time by essentially reducing the problem to an
oine problem, this option does not exist in the distributed version of the problems considered in this
paper.

Related work Centralized algorithms approximat-

ing the maximum fractional independent set and
maximum fractional coloring, can be easily obtained
by linear programming or incorporating the techniques in [PST91]. Our problem can be viewed as
dual of positive linear programs considered by Luby
and Nisan [LN93] who also provided a parallel approximation algorithm, which, however, lacks the desired locality properties.
The deadlock resolution and job scheduling problems are analogous to fractional versions of maximum independent set and coloring problems in hypergraphs. Combining techniques in [RT85, Rag86] with
methods in [PST91] yields centralized approximations.
Online centralized scheduling and load balancing
algorithms were considered various of papers such
as [SWW91, ANR92, ABK92, BFKV92, AAF+ 93,
PSW94].
Unfortunately, there exist no \competitive" distributed deadlock resolution strategies, in the sense
that all known techniques for distributed symmetry breaking and deadlock resolution [CM83, BT87,
BBG83, BC89, AM86, AKP91, AS90, ACS94], even
though ensure eventual progress, have competitive ratio that may grow linearly in the number of processors
involved.

Results and techniques of this paper. In con-

trast, in this work, we provide rst competitive distributed solutions, that have logarithmic or polylogarithmic overhead.

 maximum-throughput: our algorithm in Section

2 computes the schedule in O(logn) time in ei-

ther synchronous or asynchronous setting, and
achieves O(logn) throughput-competitiveness.

 minimum-time: our algorithm in
Section 3 com3
putes the schedule in O(log n) time in either synchronous or asynchronous setting, and
achieves O(logn) time-competitiveness.

We comment that the asynchronous version of our
algorithm poses another attractive feature, which is
is wait-freedom: undetectable failure of one client will
not slow scheduling for another client provided that
the servers are reliable.
In the new algorithms, we build on techniques used
in context of online resource allocation [AAF+ 93,
AKP+ 93, AAP93, AAPW94] as well as on techniques
used in eld of distributed computing. Our algorithm
is similar to the Luby-Nisan algorithm [LN93].

Structure of

this extended abstract.

Maximum-throughput problem is handled in Section
2 and Minimum-time (load) problem is handled in
Section 3. We prove the minimum-time fractional
algorithm in Section 4. In the in the nal version
we show how to achieve the integer solution via randomization and rounding techniques, and provide the
proofs for the max-throughput case.

2 Maximum-throughput
In this section, we deal with maximum-throughput
deadlock resolution. We start with the simplest \full
access" case, in which job requests access to a speci c
set of resources (that may may depend on the job).
We then generalize it to more general case, in which
choice is possible.

2.1 Full-access maximum-throughput
problem

Generally speaking, we have a collection of clients
(\philosophers") X , with a job of demand ds, associated with each client s 2 X . Also, we have a collection of servers (\resources" or \forks") E, each server
e 2 E having a capacity c(e). During its execution a
job s 2 X needs access to subset P(s)  E of servers
consuming ds resources from each of these servers.
The essence of full-access deadlock resolution is to
nd an approximately \maximum" weighted subset
I  X of clients (philosophers), that can be concurrently scheduled without exceeding capacity constraints at the servers. Formally, we need to maxi-
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mize the \throughput"
ity constraints"

X ds, subject to the \capac-

X s2Ids  c(e), for all servere.

s2Ije2P (s)

Let n
=
maxfjXj; jE j;g
 = maxe c(e)=mine c(e).

where

The fractional version of the problem. Instead

of making an \integer decision" about admitting jobs
(yes or no) it is much easier to make a \fractional decision", i.e., determine values 0  ps  1 indicating the
fraction of each job s 2 X to be executed. We de ne
f s = ds ps which is the absolute size of the fraction
of the job s. The capacity constraints
P for this version
of the problem are modi ed as s2Ije2P (s) f s  c(e)
where
\fractional throughput"
X f s .theThisgoalis isthemaximize
version of the problem for which
s2X
our algorithms will be designed.
To transfer the fractional solution to an integer one
we view p(s) as values which are proportional to the
probability that the jobs s is executed (not aborted).
(The formalisms are elaborate in the nal version.)
For this transformation to work, we need to make a
(quite realistic) assumption (at least, in case of virtual circuit routing), that capacity of each resource
exceeds size of each job by a logarithmic factor, i.e.
min
c(e) = (logn)  max
ds
(1)
e2P
s2X
We comment that the general \integer" problem, without making an assumption of such type, is
provably un-approximable [BGLR93, FGL+ 91, AS92,
ALM+ 92], unless P = NP. Indeed, the maximumthroughput (minimum-time) problems, are in fact,
generalization of maximum independent set (minimum coloring, resp.) problem on hyper-graphs.

2.2 Max-throughput full-access algorithm

The algorithm executed by each job s (see Figure 1)
works as follows. It starts by calling Procedure Init,
which initializes the assignment to some small of its
demand ds. Then, inside the inner loop, this fraction
is successively doubled, using procedure Pump, until
either total assignment reaches the value of demand
ds , or the local \weight variable\ weightsP exceeds 1.
The latter weight variable is updated by procedure
Update.
The procedures used by the main algorithm in Figure 1 are described in Figure 2.
Procedure Init de nes the \bottleneck capacity"
cP as the minimum server capacity in P, and then

Call Procedure Init(P = P (s);  = 1)
repeat
Call Remote Procedure Pump (P = P (s);  = 1),
Call Local Procedure Update (P = P (s); (h))
s

s

X 1)=n),
or weight  1

where (h) = ((3n)2

h

until f  d
s
P

s

s

P

2

e

P

Figure 1: Full-access Maximim-thruput algorithm w.r.t.
client s. Uses procedures in Figure 2.
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s

f
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s
P
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send message Add Load (f ) to e
await Current Load (h) from e
h
h
De ne Local Procedure
Update (P; )
X
s
P

s
P;e

weightP

s
P

s

s

2

(h )
s
P;e

De ne Procedure Init(P; )
e

P

cP
mine2P c(e)
fPs
1=n2  minfds;   cP g
weightsP
0

Figure 2: Procedures used for Deadlock Resolution Algorithms.

sets the initial assignment to be 1=n2 fraction of the
minimum between demand and the bottleneck capacity.
Procedure Update computes the non-linear function of the loads at the servers used by this job.
Speci cally, this is the sum, over all the servers, of
(hsP;e ), where (h) = ((3n)2h 1)=n. Estimates
s
hP;e , which are the load on the servers with respect
to this source, are determined according to the messages Current LoadsP (h) received from servers. We
should note that the weight is a measure for the usage
of the whole subset (e.g. [SM90]), rather than for a
speci c server. We may stop increasing the load on
set well before any single server over-utilized.
Procedure Pumps (P; ) is used to increase the assignment of job by  factor; in this case we choose
 = 1. The need for the graduate growth in the assignment value is to prevent the e ect of extreme
changes for the load on any server. This procedure is also in charge of communicating the new load
Add Load sP (f) to e. It will subsequently wait for
the reply Current LoadsP (h) from e, contains the
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current load on e, and update load estimate hsP;e accordingly.
The algorithm executed by each server (see Figure
3) is straightforward: simply keep track of its load,
and after the load is being changed by some job, the
server reports back the new load.
Speci cally, let Le be the current load on server e
normalized by its capacity c(e). Whenever a server
receives a message Add LoadsP (f) from job s, it
means that that this job increased its demand by f,
and thus the server's load is increased by f (normalized by the c(e)) and the reply Current Load sP (Le )
is sent back, carrying the normalized load on that
server.

for message Add Load (f ) from s:
L
L + f=c(e)
send Current Load (L ) to s
s
P

e

If we want to select of a given collection of communication paths in order to minimize the load, this
can be captured by presenting the function as sum of
minterms, each minterm representing another communication path.

2.4 Max-throughput arbitrary access
algorithm

The algorithm, presented in Figure 4, is just as before,
with the di erence that the job maintains a list of \active" feasible subsets, with a single feasible subset P
being active if its weight is still less than 1, and increases its assignment only on active feasible subsets.
All the procedures and the server algorithm remain
as before, i.e. as in Figures 3 and 2, respectively.

e

s
P

e

Figure 3: Algorithm execution by each server e.

for all P 2 P (s), in parallel
Call Procedure Init(P;  = 1)
repeat
for all P 2 P (s) s.t. weight < 1
Call Remote Procedure Pump (P;  = 1)
Call
Procedure Update (P; (h))
X Local
f  d or 8P 2 P (s); weight  1
until
s
P

Theorem 2.1 The algorithm in Figure 1 achieves

O(log n) throughput-competitiveness, and converges in
O(log n) distributed time, either in synchronous or asynchronous distributed computation model.
Proof:

Omitted.

2.3 Maximum-throughput arbitrary
access problem
In a di erent version of the problem, job s 2 X
may request access to only one of the resources in
Y (s). This versions of the problem will be referred to
as \OR" version, in contrast to previously discussed
\AND" version in which access to all resources is required.
More generally, a client s, instead of requesting access to a single set P, requests access to at least one of
sets of a a collection P (s) = fP1(s); P2 (s) : : :Pk (s)g.
Each set P 2 P (s) consists of a number of servers,
P = fe1i (s); e2i (s); : : :eli (s)g.
This captures an arbitrary monotone boolean function (written as a DNF formula), e.g., if client s needs
either resource e1 or both resources e2 ; e3, this corresponds to setting P1(s) = fe1g and P2(s) = fe2 ; e3g.
As for the full-access problem, we can de ne the
fractional version of the problem. Here instead of
one variable f s for each job s we have many variables
ffPs jP 2 P (s)g, for the di erent feasible subsets each
job s. Here each job may split faction of its demand
among the possible feasible subsets.

s

s

P

2P ( )

s
P

s

s

P

s

Figure 4: Deadlock Resolution Algorithm for the general
case w.r.t. client s that needs access to one the sets of
servers P 2 P (s). Uses procedures in Figure 2.

Theorem 2.2 The algorithm in Figure 4 achieves

O(log n) throughput-competitiveness, and converges in
O(log n) distributed time, either in synchronous or asynchronous distributed computation model.

3 Minimum time/load
3.1 Problem statement

The input for the Minimum-time deadlock resolution
is the same as for the the arbitrary access throughput
problem. However, the goal is to schedule all the jobs
in non-con icting way. More speci cally we need to
nd a feasible subset P(s) 2 P (s) and a time, (color)
T(s) such that the capacity constraints are satis ed
at each step i.e.

8e; t

X

sjT (s)=t;e2P (s)

ds  c(e):

The goal is to minimize the maximum T . We can dene somewhat relaxed version of the problem in which
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for all P 2 P (s), in parallel
Call Procedure Init(P (s);  =  )
a = 1 + =8;
= log jE j=(1 ) = O(log n)
stage 0
repeat
stage = stage + 1
repeat
for all P 2 P (s), s.t. weight < 2 1,
Call Procedure Pump (P;  = )
Call Local Procedure Update (P; (h))
a

s

s
P

stage

s

where e (h)) = a  =c(e)))
until 8P 2 P ; weightsP > 2stage
until fPs  ds or 2stage >   ( + 2)

X

P

e

h=

2P

Figure 5: The load or minimum-time deadlock resolution
for job s. Uses procedures in Figure 2.

we need to choose for each s, P(s) 2 P (s) where the
goal is to minimize the maximum load which is
Le =

X

sje2P (s)

ds=c(e):

It is clear that the maximum load is a lower bound
for the minimum-time deadlock resolution since we
do not require that all the resources for some job will
be scheduled simultaneously. Nevertheless, if we assume that mine c(e) = (log n)  maxds then techniques of [LMR88] can be used to achieve a randomized algorithm for the minimum-time deadlock resolution. This increases the competitive ratio only by a
constant factor. Speci cally, a job chooses a random
slot uniformly among the target number of time slots.
The value of this target number is some constant time
the number of slot achieved by the min load algorithm. Furthermore, we can de ne the fractional version of the load problem as for the throughput problem. Again using randomization one can translate a
solution for the fraction problem to a solution to integer problem by increasing the competitive ratio by
only a constant factor as described in nal version.
The above allow us to concentrate from now on on
the fractional load problem since its solution yields a
randomized solution for minimum-time deadlock resolution.

3.2 Minimum load algorithm

The algorithm in Figure 5 deals with the fractional
load version problem. The algorithm, for each job,
proceeds in stages, with the goal of each stage stage
being to maximally utilize \active feasible subsets".
These are de ned as feasible subsets of \weight" less

or equal to 2stage. The weight of a feasible subset is the sum of the weights of individual servers,
which grow exponentially with the utilization of these
servers.
Throughout a stage, the job will gradually increase
the volume of the jobs sent over the active feasible
subsets, until all active feasible subsets become \saturated" and thus cease being active, or until the assigned fraction satis es the demand.
Speci cally, each stage will consist of a number of
phases, each phase increasing the assignment over
each active feasible subset by certain fraction 1=
with some appropriate initial assignment. Increasing
the assignment on a feasible subset P during a phase
is done by calling the procedure Pumps (P; 1).
We assume that the algorithm is given a value 
which is larger or equal to the load of the optimal
algorithm ( can be found by doubling). Here the
function e (h) is de ne for some constant a > 1 as
h= =c(e)
e (h) = a
which results in setting
X
weightP = aL = =c(e):
e

e2P

The values a and above de nes as follows. Let
a = 1 + =8 for some arbitrary constant 0 < < 1
and = loga jE j=(1 ) = O(logn). Also let cP =
mine2P c(e). Without loss of generality we normalize
the capacity such that maxe c(e) = 1.
Theorem 3.13 The algorithm in Figure 5 (given  )
achieves O(log n) time-competitiveness either in syn-

chronous or asynchronous distributed computation
model.

Comment: In fact, the algorithm O(log n) time-

competitive in centralized model, in which communication between servers and clients takes negligible
time. It converges in O(log3 n) phases.

4 Load Analysis
In this Section, we provide the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Since we describe the load version of the problem,
jobs are only scheduled but not executed until the
end of the scheduling phase. Denote by fPi (k) the
value of fPi at the end of phase k = ki of job i. Clearly
fPi (k) is 0 for k = 0 and is a monotone non-decreasing
function of k. The incremental volume of a feasible
subset P at phase k of job i is denoted as fPi (k).
By de nition
fPi (k) = fPi (k) fPi (k 1)  0
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To simplify the formulas, we will use L~ e (t) =
Le (t)= to denote the normalized load of the distributed algorithm (i.e. load divided by the oine
load), and will use the ~ notation consistently.
For the purpose of analysis we de ne a mapping
from the global time t to the index of the phase number of each server. Let ki (t) be the index of the phase
of job i at time t. Also let kPi (t) be the index of the
last phase of job i before time t that feasible subset P
was active and at a later phase (but still before time
t) it was active again.
Denote by t the time immediately after the incremental volume of job i subscribed to server e of
feasible subset P 2 P i at phase k. Let
hiP;e (k) = Le (t )
If P is not active at phase k of job i then its height
on each server is the same as in the previous phase
(initially it is 0).
We de ne the relative load of job i on e due to
feasible subsetP at the end of phase k as
i (k) = f i (k)=c(e)
fP;e
P

provided that e 2 P (otherwise it is 0) and similarly
i (k).
de ne fP;e
The committed relative load on server e at time t is
de ned by:
`e (t) =

X

i;P :e2E

k

P

P

 (1 + 1= )

X f i (k0

1) + n  di =(n2)

P

P

 (1 + 1= )di + di=n  2di
The algorithm maintain the following

De nition 4.2 The Main Induction Hypothesis at
time t (or up to time t) denote by MIH(t) is as follows: for any job i, any feasible subsets P; P 0 2 P i in
and k  kPi (t)
X ah~ (k)=c(e)  4 X a`~ (t)=c(e):
i
P;e

e

e2P 0

e2P

Lemma 4.3 MIH(t) implies P

e2E a

) and thus `~e (t)  = O(log n)

P

`~e (t)

 jE j=(1

If e2E a`~ (t)  jE j=(1 ) then clearly
`~e (t)  loga (jE j=(1 )) =
MIH(t) with Lemma 4.1 imply that for any i
Proof:

e

X X f i (k) X ah~ (k)=c(e)
P
e2P
P kk (t)
X
X
 8 f^i a`~ (t)=c(e)
i
P;e

i
P

P

The equalities follows from the de nitions.
We prove the inequality. As long
P as the job is still
unsatis ed then by de nition P fPi (k)  di . At
the last phase k0 (i.e when the job becomes satis ed)
the value of each fPi (k0 1) may increase by a factor
Proof:

P

i (ki (t))
fP;e
P

We call the load which is not yet committed pending
committed relative load. Clearly at any time the load
on an server is the sum of the committed load and the
pending load. Clearly the the pending load consists of
the union of the incremental demand of the current or
the last positive incremental demand of each feasible
subset. We use the notation of ^for the parameters
of the o -line centralized algorithm. In particular,
f^Pi is the part of the demand that is assign by the
centralized algorithm to the subset P by job i and
i = f^i =c(e)
f^P;e
P
We rst prove the following lemmas
Lemma 4.1 For any i,
X X f i (k) = X f i  2d = 2 X f^i
i
P
P
P
P

of (1 + 1= ) for fPi (k0 1) > 0. Also the value of
at most n feasible subsets may increase from 0 to at
most di=(n2 ). Thus,
X f i = X f i (k0)
P
P

P

or
8

P

e

e2P

X X X ah~

i
P;e

P kkPi (t) e2E

(k)f~i (k)
P;e

X X a`~ (t)f~^i



e

P e2P

P;e

Note that since a = 1 + =8 we have that 8x 
0 : (1 a x)  ( =8)x. Applying the inequality for
i and using the inequality above yield:
x = f~P;e

X X X(ah~ ah~ (k) f~ (k))
P kk (t) e2E
X X X ah~ (1 a f~ (k))
=
P kk (t) e2P
X X X ah~ f~i (k)

i
P;e

i
P;e

i
P;e

i
P

i
P;e

i
P;e

i
P

8



i
P;e

P kkPi (t) e2E

X X a`~ f~^i
e

P e2E

P;e

P;e
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Summing over all currently active jobs, we get:
X X X(ah~ (k) ah~ (k) f~ (k))
i
P;e

i
P;e

i
P;e

i;P kkPi (t) e2E



X X a`~ (t)f~^i
e

i;P e2E

P;e

Exchanging the order of summation yields
X X X (ah~ (k) ah~ (k) f~ (k))
i
P;e

i
P;e

e2P i;P je2E kkPi (t)



X a`~ (t) X
e

e2E

i;P je2E

i
P;e

f~^i P;e

Observe that the fact that the normalized load of
algorithm never exceeds 1 implies that
Pthei;Poine
~f^i  1. Also, for each server e the left
je2P P;e
hand-side is a telescopic sum without the di erences
created by the pending incremental demand on that
server. However, reducing the height of the each committed incremental demand by the accumulative size
of the pending demand on that serverwith of lower
heights may only reduce the value of the expression. That results in a telescopic sum which is just
a`~ (t) a0. Thus we conclude that
e

X(a`~ (t)
e

e2E

1) 

X a`~ (t)

e2E

X a`~ (t)  jEj=(1

e2E

There is at most one pending incremental demand for each fPi for any unsatis ed job. The value
of this incremental demand is at most fPi = if the
committed ow of job i on feasible subsetP is positive and it is at most  c(e)=n2 otherwise. Since the
load is just the sum of the ow we have
L~ e (t) `~e (t)  `~e (t) + n  ( c(e)=n2 )=( c(e))
= `~e (t) + 1=n  2
where the last inequality follows from the inductive
hypothesis and Lemma 4.3
Lemma 4.5 implies that
Proof:

X aL~ (t )=c(e)  a2 X a`~ (t )=c(e):
e

):

e2P 0

Let stage(ki0 ) denote the value of the stage of the
current phase ki0 of for job i. By the de nition of a
stage
X aL~ (t ) =c(e)
2stage(k 0 ) 1 
i

Clearly MIH holds initially. New inequalities
are added to MIH only when some kPi (t) is increased.
That occurs after some job i0 starts a new phase
which causes some previous pending incremental demand of feasible subsets in P i0 to become committed.
Let t+ be a time immediately after committing and
t a time just before committing. Both times are at
the same phase ki0 . We assume by induction that the
MIH(t ) and show show that it is maintained also at
t+ .
By assumption the inequalities hold at t for any
feasible subsets P; P 0 2 P i . Since the right hand-side
is monotonic non-decreasing function of t they also
hold at time t+ for all i; P and k  kPi (t ). Thus,
we need to proof the inequalities for any committed
P 2 P i0 and arbitrary P 0 2 P i0 where k = kPi0 (t+ ).
We rst proof the following:
Proof:

e

e2P 0

On the other hand since P is currently active
weightP (k )  2stage(k 0 ) :
i

Moreover, by the monotonicity of the load and the
fact that testing the weight of a feasible subsetis computed after adding to its ow

X ah~

e2P

Theorem 4.4 The algorithm maintain MIH(t)

e

e2P 0

e

Using the fact that < 1, we get
e

Lemma 4.5 For any t  t , L~ e (t)  `~e(t) + 2

i
P;e

(k ) =c(e)  weight (k ):
P

Combining the above inequalities yields that

X ah~

i
P;e

e2P

(k ) =c(e)  4

X a`~ (t+)=c(e):
e

e2P 0

We conclude

Corollary 4.6 For all t and e,
 Pe2E a`~ (t)  jE j=(1 )
 `~e (t) 
 L~ e (t)  `~e (t) + 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1: By corollary 4.6, L~e (t) is
e

bounded by O(logn). Thus, the algorithm is O(logn)
competitive. Next we bound the number of steps until it converges. Consider job i. We claim that after
c logn phases the value of stage increases by 1 or
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the job is already satis ed for an appropriate constant c. Otherwise there exists a feasible subset P
whose weight is below 2stage at all these phases and
it is active at all of them. Clearly after the rst phase
fPi  minfdi ; cP g=n2. Moreover, the ow is increased by a factor of 1+1= at each phase and hence
it increases by factor of (1+1= )c log n  4n2 . Thus
after the c log n phases the value of the ow is at
least 4  minfdi; cP g. If the minimumin the above
expression is di then job i is already over-satis ed and
therefore its assignment was completed. On the other
hand if the minimum is  cP then the server whose
capacity is cP has relative load L~e  4  +2 which
contradicts corollary 4.6.
Thus, unless the job it satis ed stage increases
by 1 every c log n phases. The minimum possible
weight of a feasible subset is 1 since we normalized
maxe c(e) = 1. By corollary 4.6, the maximumweight
of a feasible subset is jE j=(1 )= mine c(e). Thus by
the claim above the total number of rounds is at most
O( log n( + log )) = O(log3 n)
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